
Affirmations for the 12  Zodiac Signs

Aries – I AM Action and Self Initiating 

I AM receiving now an ability for clarity with my identity, my true self. I AM filled with 
satisfaction in every day activities, knowing my higher self flows through me all day 
bringing perfection and success with all my life situations.  The Great I AM which works 
within me, is in full control for all things to be in perfect order, certainty and abundance, 
happiness and protection of all I need each day. The Higher Self, the Presence creates 
perfect control over my affairs, my emotions, my ability to maintain divine Success and 
Control and I AM Grateful!”

Leo – Blazing Expression of Joy and Satisfaction

Affirmation for Leo

I AM Now allowing the Divine Presence radiating it's intelligence and will into my daily 



life. I surrender to that heart of gold which inspires me to use my courage and confidence 
taking charge of life situations and I receive the joy!

Sagittarius – Intention Manifests Victory

Affirmation for Sagittarius

“I call into my world each day the full knowledge I need to steer my course, achieve 
success. My intention and attention is Divine Directed. Only that which is part of my vast 
expansive true purposes is before me to manifest. 

I make the difference by sharing my knowledge to others, help mold the world in a 
positive, culturally uplifting and mind expanding way. “

Taurus – My Worth, Value and Empowerment

Affirmation for Taurus

I AM of supreme worth and value. My abundance is consistently flowing into my hands 
for my use each day. I AM Full with all I need. I see clearly my wonderfulness! I  follow 
my higher intuition which always steers me right. I know each material accomplishment 
has a Great Purpose and I AM purposefully engaged in acquiring more spheres and layers
of skills and resources, building upon my internal and external gifts daily.”



Virgo – I Am in Service to Life

Affirmation for Virgo

I AM discernment within the mind, easily prioritizing each situation before me. I AM 
drawing down the most immense worth from my Higher Self this day, absorbing all details
and competence required to fulfill my tasks perfectly.  I AM filled with Divine perfection, 
expertise and an increase awareness of ultimate Justice in all things. I overcome negativity 
replacing them with understanding of human imperfections as we walk this earthly 
journey.

Mighty Presence above me uplift me towards the positive mindset for the day, pushing 
away all fixations upon things which are not part of my highest plan.

 I AM now complete and perfectly designed for exactly what I need in life and accept 
human imperfections as normal condition on earth. I AM enough for all tasks, love, 
relationships and projects before me. I AM filled with health. I have all resources I need 
at my fingertips for my body, mind and soul Now.

Capricorn – True Power, Achieve and Organize

Affirmation 

I AM accepting the divine blueprint, I AM achieving my divine plan, and am aware of the 
position I hold on the ladder of Life, and am grateful. 

The I AM that I Am, the higher Self in me is the True source of all my achievements and 
power and assists me each day to reach my highest goals.

I call for its continual pouring into my world. I AM the power, maintaining order, 
structure for all to follow. My goals are true and right and I Am becoming more and more
aware of my divine position I hold on the ladder of Life, and am grateful. 



Gemini –Duality vs The One Way

Affirmation for Geminis

I AM Presence, I AM ever increasing the Mind of Heaven within and you are the highest 
wisdom bringing all parts of me into an uncompromising simplicity. I share and direct key
points to those in my circle. Divine Self, release now all information to me which assists 
my correct decisions each day, sharing what I receive when necessary. I easily resolve and 
unify all compromising situations. I Am the power of mind receiving higher direction now 
to guide my day and bring illuminating messages to others as they rise in wisdom. 

Libra - Melody, Beauty, Karmic Fairness

Affirmation 

I AM filled with the Love of fairness and embrace honesty as my golden ticket to  peace 
within my self. I have a right to live an uncompromising life. My relationships are 
beautiful, supportive and unconditionally accepting. In honor we give and take helpfulness
and support. I AM the divine source of love and strength to those I counsel.

 I AM successfully creating bridges for others to walk over. I call for all the abundance and
wealth from life while also providing resources for others' journeys as they move towards 
their success. I Am always real and true with my interactions with others each day and am 
rewarded by true heartfelt friendships.  



Aquarius – The water of life, electric waves accelerate

Affirmation for Aquarius

“I Am the fullness of freedom and purpose now. 

I call for that immense power to transform that which is outworn, archaic and stuck into 
truth and efficiency for myself and those around me. We transform our worlds into 
vibrant exciting experiences which bring brightness and newness, efficiency and progress 
in all we do and how we live. 

I Am calling into action now expansive opportunity to create rings upon rings around my 
being of electric newness, refreshing liberation from the mundane and archaic ways.

I AM freedom and at the hub of a vast network of friends, human and divine. 

 I pour the violet light into all situations now, transmuting and transforming the dense and 
and undesirable into joy and progress. “



Cancer – The Power of My Feelings 

Affirmation for Cancer

“ I AM Now in complete harmony and security within and without. All things are in 
constant divine safety and I Am filled with golden opportunities of abundance and love 
always. I allow all good things to  come to me each day for my own and others' certainty in
life and repel negativity.  I AM Harmony and Abundance of every good and perfect thing 
Now.

Certainty, security, home and closeness with my divine family are always present. I AM 
rich with abundance of all I require as I provide comfort and necessities to those who are 
in need. “

Scorpio – Resourcefully Skilled, the Detective 

Affirmation for the Scorpio

Higher Presence, restore now my vision as to who I truly AM and always have been.

I call for the Emerald Ray to penetrate into my emotions for healing now. Violet and pink
Ray love, penetrate into every atom, cell of my world, transmuting heavy karmic energies 
of others I have taken on. I AM Now emanating good will and strength everywhere I go 
and am Renewed. 

I AM the penetrating vision going to the heart of each complex situation. My tenacity 
solves each piece of the problem, layer by layer, section by section until it is resolved and 
whole. Mystical magical abilities flow through my heart and mind utilizing tools and 
resources as I work with and for others, accomplishing the desired outcomes. I AM filled 
with healing energies as I move through my life as a Phoenix Rising from the ashes, I soar 
ever towards the Sun.”



Pisces – Exceptional Architect and Magical Doctor 

Affirmation 

I AM the full mastery over discouragement and overwhelm. I AM Now replacing all 
frustrations within myself or those near me with the restorative powers of My Divine 
Presence's perfect understanding and compassion. 

I shift my emotions, my perception to contentment, and I AM infused with awareness as 
to why things are as they are. I AM always filled with understanding and Am gratitude, and
initiating change from the mundane to the transcendent.

Love and liberation from suffering, I easily transcend the pulls of escapism to higher 
worlds each day. I AM captured by that essence of a truer purpose and mission, and 
arrange my life around this goal.“
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